A model of constant-flow ventilation in a dog lung.
A semiempirical model of constant-flow ventilation (CFV) is developed to test the hypothesis that a three-zone serial model with the following characteristics can explain the adequate CO2 transport observed during CFV: 1) a zone of jet recirculation immediately downstream of the catheter in which convection dominates; 2) a zone influenced by turbulence but with little or no bulk flow; and 3) a peripheral zone, free of turbulence, in which transport is governed by molecular and augmented diffusion. Interactions between turbulent eddies and cardiogenic oscillations are included using a modification of Taylor dispersion theory according to the formulation of Kamm et al. Predicted values for arterial PCO2 are reasonably similar to experimental results for He-O2, air, and SF6-O2 mixtures for catheter flow rates from 0.2 to 1.6 l/s. Specific impedance to gas exchange was found to be largest immediately proximal to the end of turbulent mixing zone, where transport is governed by low-level eddy mixing and molecular diffusion. Simulations suggest that, during CFV, cardiogenic oscillations augment gas exchange primarily by promoting turbulent eddy dispersion in the distal airways and by extending the length of the turbulent mixing zone. Even small displacements of the catheter are shown to have a dramatic effect on gas exchange.